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THE CLIMATE
FINANCE GROUP
Aera Group (AG) is
a management owned
climate finance group
generating and
monetizing carbon
credits through advisory,
trading and investment
activities.

Aera Group creates
financial value with
environmental assets.
Our business consists in
managing projects’ carbon
certification and monetizing carbon credits in
dedicated international
markets.
In a carbon constraint
world, the reduction of CO2
emissions has an economic
value. Worldwide, more
than 42 jurisdiction have
established a coercitive
regulation to cap emissions and numerous
coalitions of investors and
corporates are committed
to carbon neutrality.
Carbon price and climate
change mitigation policies
create a business

opportunity. Project
developers mitigating CO2
emissions in developing
countries can be rewarded
with carbon credits.
Carbon credits can then
be sold to generate extra
revenues and thus foster
the transfer of clean
technologies in host
countries.
Aera team has been active
in carbon markets since
inception (2005) and
aggregates the largest
track record in Africa for
carbon projects advised
(+40 CDM projects in 17
countries) and carbon
credits transacted (30 M.
tons).

OUR VISION
« Providing additional revenues for
CO2 emissions reduction projects
in Africa.»
Fabrice Le Saché
Co-Founder

Aurélie Lepage
Co-Founder
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First carbon
projects portfolio
in Africa

1st ever CDM project
registered in 9 African
countries.
Largest number of CDM
projects registered
in Africa (24).

Our team operated
in 17 African
countries.

Record volume of African
carbon credits traded
(30 M tons).
Investment in leading
efficient cooking stoves
producer in Central Africa.
Burkina Faso - Burundi - Cameroon
Côte d'Ivoire - DRC - Ghana - Guinea
Kenya - Liberia - Madagascar
Nigeria - Togo - Mauritius - Senegal
Sierra Leone - South Africa - Uganda

QUADRAN
WIND ENERGY - MAURITIUS
Our team managed the carbon certification process for this 18 MW wind
farm - the 1st ever CDM project registered in the country - and structured the carbon credits forward sale.

ADVISORY

Aera Group Advisory (AGA)
supports project developers
to obtain carbon certification
and generate carbon credits.
We assist renewable
energy, energy
efficiency and waste
treatment projects
to reach carbon
certification under the
UN Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM),
the Gold Standard (GS)
or the Verified Carbon
Standard (VCS).
We coordinate all
procedural steps from
eligibility assessment to
technical documentation

drafting, validation and
registration assistance,
monitoring, verification
and issuance support.
Our team holds a strong
track record among
which the 1st ever CDM
project registered in 9
African countries, the
record number of CDM
registration for Africa
(24) and the largest CDM
portfolio advised
(+40 projects advised
in 17 countries).

Our team track record

40

17

80

9

CDM projects
advised

SANIA
BIOMASS ENERGY - CÔTE D’IVOIRE

assignments
conducted

Sub-Saharan
countries

countries where we
are CDM pioneer

24

CDM projects
registered
(record in Africa)

TRADING
Aera Group Trading (AGT)
transacts carbon credits
and generate revenues
for project developers.
AGT acts as trader or broker.
We structure and execute spot
and forward transactions on OTC
markets and carbon trading platforms
(ICE, EEX). We deal directly with
industries, banks, commodity traders,
governments and international
institutions to monetize carbon
credits.
Our team traded the largest volume
of African carbon credits (30 M. tons)
and closed transactions with leading
carbon buyers among which Shell
Trading, EDF Trading, Standard Bank,
Eneco Energy Trading, Bunge, Vitol,
Cargill, Mercuria, Tricorona, the
Swedish Energy Agency and the
Nordic Cooperation Agency.
AGT benefits from an exclusive
access to the carbon projects
portfolio of Aera Group in Africa.

Our team track record

261 M€
of transactions closed

30 M.tons
of carbon credits sold

100

transactions executed in Africa

REFERENCES

ZOOMLION
COMPOSTING - GHANA

GREENWISH PARTNERS
SOLAR - SENEGAL
CITY OF KINSHASA

SOUTRA FOURNEAU

CI-ENERGIES

QUADRAN

HYSACAM

TONGAAT HULETT

BQS

CSS

HYDELEC

SARAKO

Biogas - DRC

Hydro- Côte d’Ivoire

Biogas - Cameroon

Biomass - Burundi

Hydro - Madagascar

Efficient Cookstoves - Côte d’Ivoire

Wind - Mauritius

Biomass - South Africa

Biomass - Senegal

Solar - Mauritius

ADDAX BIONERGY
SANIA

MERIDIAM

SCOUL

SOCOCIM

Biomass - Côte d’Ivoire

Biogas - Uganda

COGENERATION - SIERRA LEONE

Solar - Senegal

Biomass - Senegal

SUNNY MONEY
AKUO ERNERGY
Solar - Mali

KARAN BIOFUELS
Biomass - Kenya

SOLAR KITS - KENYA

INVESTMENT

Aera Group Investment (AGI) targets
low carbon projects with strong
co-benefits in Africa.
Our ambition is to link climate
action with development issues
to generate high quality African
carbon credits. Our team holds
a track record and expertise
in Bottom of Pyramids (BoP)
technologies with landmark
investment closed in DRC to set up
the largest producer of efficient
cooking stoves in Central Africa.

BISO NA BINO
Biso Na Bino produces and retails efficient and affordable cooking stoves in
DRC under the brand « Jiko Mamu »
which means using less charcoal.
The factory is located South West
of Kinshasa and holds a current
production capacity of 3,000 cookstoves
per month. The use of Jiko Mamu stoves
result in wood fuel savings of up to 60%
thus contributing directly to alleviating
deforestation and reducing CO2
emissions. The company created
35 jobs for production and retail
operations.
SECTOR : Energy Efficiency
ACTIVITY : Efficient Cooking Stoves Production
LOCATION : Kinshasa (DRC)
CREATION : 2014
INVESTMENT : 1.2 M€
JOBS CREATED : 35

FOLLOW US
aera-group.fr

TRADING | Aera Delivers Carbon Credits
To Dutch Energy Company Eneco.

MEDIA | Success stories for start-ups
and solar energy in Senegal.

Aera, the leading carbon finance group in
Africa (+40 projects in 17 countries), and
Eneco, the largest sustainable energy
company in The Netherlands (+4,2 billion €
turnover), announce the completion of a first
carbon credits delivery of 42,000 tons issued
from Man and Man Efficient Cooking Stoves
program in Ghana.
This important milestone rewards three
years of project development and implementation in Kumasi region (North of Ghana) and
paves the way for further deliveries. Eneco
is committed to purchase forward a total of
350.000 tonnes of Voluntary Emissions Reduction (VER) until 2020.

Success stories for start-ups and solar
energy in Senegal featured on BFM Business.
Aera brings additional revenues for these
projects through carbon credits
certification & sales

ADVISORY | Aera assists CIE and
Tractebel for carbon certification
of #1 hydro plant in Côte d’Ivoire.
Following contract signature with Tractebel
Engineering and Côte d’Ivoire Energie (CIE),
Aera coordinated the on-site validation audit
for the carbon credits certification of Soubré
hydro power plant, the largest ever erected
in Côte d’Ivoire (275 MW).

ADVISORY | Aera supports carbon
certification and monetization
of 1st solar PV project in Senegal.
Greenwish Partners appoints Aera Group to
support the carbon credits CDM certification
and monetization of its first 20 MW solar
PV plant erected in Senegal. Thanks to the
project, Greenwish will inject 34 GWh
per year to the grid and supply 180.000
people with a clean, affordable and reliable
electricity. The project will also avoid an
estimated 30 000 tons of CO2 equivalent per
year and will generate nearly 4,5 M€
of energy savings for the Senegalese State
per year.
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